
1. 

My dear friend, 

Yesterday it was a truly lovely evening, so after my usual shopping I thought I'd get 
out in the open, for a stroll along the shore. Stepping out of the shopping center I felt 
compelled to stop and smell the air. My hair stood straight and my ears stretched 
backwards, that awkward primitive kind of call for attention. I was struck by the 
impression that something was different or wrong, but nothing concrete that I could 
point at with certainty. Everything was in its place, only perhaps unusually clear, 
circumscribed. 

I walked to the edge of the dock and stood in midair, admiring the beauty of this 
world, but still somewhat mistrustful of my own eyes. 

I thought of you, and blinked this snapshot, which I send you with my warmest 
wishes, hoping that we will meet again, very soon. 

yours, 

Persefoni M. 
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2. 

My dear friend, 

I woke up this morning with a taste for adventure, so I threw myself into this world 
eager to the best of my job. I packed my map and toolbox and decided to investigate 
regions that were promising natural beauty; I have recently developed a longing for 
nature. I chose a spot in the map with a green patch, and took off. I arrived in a 
tropical island complex: palm trees and white sandy beaches were appearing before 
me as I was approaching, and I was happy to have started this trip. Unfortunately, 
within seconds from my appearance I was informed that it was a private area, and was 
warned I’d be kicked out within 20 seconds if I did not leave voluntarily. I blinked a 
few pictures as fast as I could before the kick. I landed with a thud in a place called 
Violet. I was immediately sent some notes acknowledging my presence in the area 
and informing me of the status of the region. I looked at the map to find the name of 
the region that I had just been expelled from: I had been kicked out of the Freedom 
Islands.  

Warm wishes from your friend, 

Persefoni M. 
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3. 

My dear friend, 

I've been in limbo for I'm not sure how long. Details of this place are: Never Ending 
Love, 5456 sqm , 1374 prims on a Beautiful class 5 residential sim with sea views. 

Occasionally, lifting my gaze, I watched from behind my abandoned figure, arms and 
head falling forward, dangling softly as a sort of breathing.  

It is an open space, in the inside or outside of the walls of something that resembles a 
castle or a medieval city. It is funny not knowing whether I'd be walking inside or 
outside by going through the gate, but in any case, if and when I would decide to 
move, I'd rather be going straight upwards over the island. 

There's been a black dog moving around in circles, his name is Fangs and he 
occasionally bumped into me, forcing me to a little involuntary step. I spent some 
time thinking it's time to move on, but then I remembered my latest deja-vu: I have no 
shadow. I forget why this is very important, and I decided to stay put and process this 
information. I forget a lot lately, and I am very grateful that despite everything I have 
not forgotten your name and address. 

Your friend, 

Persefoni M. 
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4.  

My dear friend, 

Today I opened eyes to the world very keen to look at it. It was midday when I did 
and I couldn't understand this crisis that has kept me in inertia for so long. I checked if 
my tools and memory were in good condition and set off to do my job again as best as 
I could. 

I visited a place where I could practice my building skills. I made a very simple but 
elegant construction. I wanted to make a small garden to go around it but I was told 
that You Cannot Put Grass Or Trees In Land That You Do Not Own. 

While I was still perfecting it an army of floating spheres emerged form the ground 
and took it apart, flying away with pieces of it, until there was nothing left. I was 
maybe even a bit relieved. 

I finally looked up to see who and what was around me in this place of constant flux. 
It was -it is- already dark. 

Goodnight my dear friend. 

yours, 

Persefoni M. 
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5. 

My dear friend, 

this day, a very long day, has finally come to an end. 

I send you a snapshot of the place I have chosen to rest, and promise to tell you more 
about my experiences of this world tomorrow. 

Warm wishes, 

Persefoni M. 
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6. 

My dear friend, 

After a long rest and with my sanity restored, I can share the experience I failed to 
recount the other day: 

That night I was restless. I couldn't find peace anywhere. It was very dark and the space 
around me felt more and more circumscribed. 

I decided to seek comfort in the whistling of the wind during flight, and I got the-
admittedly-shallow and banal idea to search for a place named Tranquility or Peace. I 
found many places with such names, a variety of Tranquilities: bay, isle, islands, central. 
Some were bald places were no living soul, object, or sound seemed to ever have 



disrupted their emptiness. Nothing but short manicured grass surrounded by a very still 
sea. Many of them I hadn't the chance to see, because they were private property and I 
wasn't allowed access. I wandered from place to place more and more determined to find 
a place that would fulfill my longing and long search. I finally landed in Tranquility 
Oasis, a place that, as quite a few places in this world, was not lacking palm trees and 
white beaches. 

By the time I got there it was already dawning. I was turning from restless and 
determined to frustrated and exhausted. But this place, if only for the colors of the dawn, 
was worth taking a couple of snapshots and I was pleased to find it. I got to work. Soon I 
was warned to not approach the two main buildings of the area, private property again, 
and was asked the reason to be taking snapshots. I asked: "Is it allowed or not?".  I was 
given permission to continue, but after a short while I gave in to my tiredness and a sense 
of futility, and decided to leave. Upon my decision to leave, I realized what is useless and 
unhelpful to realize; that substantially, there was no place to go back to. As this feeling of 
solitude, futility and helplessness stroke me, I abandoned myself in midair. 

I was floating for quite a while, my limbs abandoned to the movements of the 
atmosphere, when a floating object clashed with me. I lifted my gaze to look at it, more 
by reflex than by a hopeful spark of interest. It was an oversize semi-transparent 
simulation of a blue butterfly frozen in the position of flying, with the wings wide spread. 
I touched it, with an -embarrassing, I confess- almost religious hope to find an antidote 
for my low morale. I had just the time to feel its cold but smooth and delicate surface, 
when to my great amazement it burst to a billion blue shimmering flakes. As they were 
falling softly around me, I remembered very vividly this old Chinese tale: 

"Once Zhuangzi dreamt he was a butterfly, a butterfly flitting and fluttering around, 
happy with himself and doing as he pleased. He didn't know he was Zhuangzi. Suddenly 
he woke up and there he was, solid and unmistakable Zhuangzi. But he didn't know if he 
was Zhuangzi who had dreamt he was a butterfly, or a butterfly dreaming he was 
Zhuangzi. Between Zhuangzi and a butterfly there must be some distinction! This is 
called the Transformation of Things". 

Yours, 

Persefoni M. 
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